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Tron Syversen - Peaceful Music of Norway

Norway based artist Tron Syversen is considered one of today’s
leading new age artists in the Northern-European music community. During the past 15 years his serene
orchestral song compositions have been the regional introduction to fellow Scandinavian citizens of his
Norwegian homeland, all the while, making the journey farther abroad into international markets.
Peaceful Journey is one of nine releases by Tron Syversen, who is a classically trained pianist and
trumpet player. Throughout his music career, Tron has studied jazz improvisation and has performed with
a number of bands and choirs. One significant orchestra was Norway’s prestigious The Kings Guards
Band.
I read Tron finds inspiration for his peaceful music in customary sources like nature, poetry and art.
However, I would imagine the eons-old Fjords of Norway, viewed from his North Sea cabin near Oslo are
the ideal scenic panorama while he composes serene songs that embrace the equally natural setting of
his Nordic homeland.
Given Tron Syversen’s picture-perfect locale, clearly few artists could claim a more magnificent setting
and natural ambiance to channel their work. It is from inspiring realism the quality melodies on Peaceful
Journey find a natural bearing.

Peaceful Journey is one of Tron Syversen’s finest symphonic albums made specifically for peaceful
relaxation. Of his 9 serene releases, Peaceful Journey best defines his improvisational abilities as a jazz
pianist, whose long heritage as a music composer includes closer to home Norwegian Folk melodies.
The instrumental splendor on Peaceful Journey is clearly picturesque by the fine cohesion conveyed by
every performing artist. Tron Syversen’s composition unifying piano, guitars, and vocals with English
horn, flute and cello, is a pleasing, open invitation for listeners to simply sit back, relax, and enjoy the
scenery.
The Peaceful Journey album is an instrumental beauty that also happens to feature some of Norway’s
finest artists and their accompaniments on the 9 songs total. Co-producing vocalist Elin Lokken
complements this album wonderfully by her wordless vocals on a number of songs. Three of the guest
musicians have performed for the duo Rolf Loveland and Fionnuala Sherry of Secret Garden.
The three artists who have performed with Secret Garden are Per Elias Drablos (bass), Rolf Kristensen
(acoustic guitar), and Henrik Eurenius (English horn). Peaceful Journey also features Glenn Kristiansen
and Jorn Takla (acoustic guitarists), and Randi Krogvoid Lundquist (flute), Silje Katrine Gotaas (cello),
Sunniva Bergsaune, Ase Haga and Lise Sorensen (electric and acoustic violinists).
You can visit TronMusic.com to sample or purchase or find at Amazon.com. Photos are courtesy
tronmusic.com.
-- John P. Olsen

